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Pro guard next season, but his contract is up. I'm sure the

Bills will at least entertain a contract extension for him.
Biggest surprise: Brandon Spikes has played really well and
taken a couple of reps at middle linebacker in recent weeks,

but he's still a slot guy who will likely only be a four-down
player. He's almost assuredly not going to be the team's

starting middle linebacker. Preston Brown could be, though.
Biggest disappointment: Another player with a big contract
who will likely be more of a role player: Chris Kelsay. He has

a tremendous rep, but his hit coverage is atrocious. He's
going to be a 4th-to-5th-round pick next year. Team most
likely to make the playoffs: New England. Their schedule is
really stacked, but if they play with the same intensity as
the first half of the season, they'll likely be OK. The rest of

my final two teams are most likely to be one-and-done.
Chicago is a very young team with a lot of upside and

Cincinnati's schedule might keep it in the race till the end. I
might be bullish on Cincinnati in Week 17, but I'm not sure.

Dead-last place: the NFL Network released its team
rankings today, and they have the Bills at 23rd overall.

Their current record is 2-8. That's just bad.Popular July 1,
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Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Office of
the Inspector General, Region III announced today a call for
comments from the public on an Office of Inspector General

study of three BPA cases that could impact future
settlements in bar complaint proceedings. HHS OIG has

reopened its examination of three previously closed cases
involving the participation of lead art teacher Richard

Gilroy, the BPA's former director of compliance services; art
teacher Tom Hancas, and art teacher Richard Maz
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